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0 of 0 people found the following review helpful. Five StarsBy DaviThis book
gives tangible and practical advice for conferring with students.0 of 0 people
found the following review helpful. wonderful writing conference readingBy
Kindle CustomerThis book is a must read for writing conferences. The author
gives exact examples that make sense. Once you read this, you will be ready to
meet with your students. Highly recomment.1 of 1 people found the following
review helpful. Perfect for Writing Workshop Teachers!!By SarahThis is an
excellent, must-have resource for anyone implementing Writing Workshop. Carl
Anderson's advice is straightforward and has made a tremendous difference in the
quality of my student conferences. Carl's focus on improving the writer, not the
writing, is a great mantra to keep in mind when deciding what to teach in the few
minutes during writing conferences. The assessment data gathered from
conferences as described by Carl Anderson has been a huge asset to informing my
writing instruction. This is a wonderful resource!
Our one-on-one talks with students during writing workshop offer us perfect
opportunities to zero in on what each student needs as a writer. As Lead Staff
Developer for the Teachers College Reading and Writing Project, Carl Anderson
has provided hundreds of teachers with the information and confidence they need
to make these complex conferences an effective part of classroom practice.
Finally, in How's It Going?, Anderson shares his expertise with the rest of us. For
Anderson, the key to a powerful writing conference lies in understanding that it is
a conversation with a clear purpose and a predictable structure. This is the best
lens through which to view the task of talking about writing. To that end,
Anderson shows how we can take what we already know about having effective
conversations and use that knowledge. Sample transcripts of conferences with
elementary and middle school students in both urban and suburban settings walk
us through the process step by step, providing new insight into how ambitious
conferences unfold. Above all, How's It Going? is a practical book. Written in a
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